
VehicleMD
BETTER SERVICE. MORE SALES. NO GUESSWORK.



Sales began to decline in 2019, but 

now have fallen off the cliff due to the 

Pandemic and now the Microchip 

Shortage. It has become hard to sell 

vehicles that a dealer does not have in 

stock.

DEALERSHIPS ARE 
UNDER PRESSURE

New car sales Net profit per new car 
sold is increasing, but....
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Service is still the 
primary growth engine 
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Inventory Declines Vs. Net Profit Per Vehicle



IT’S HARD TO GET AN 
EDGE OVER RIVALS

We offer similar customer experiences

We have the same incentives

We have the same products “In the case of car dealerships today, 
many are in the “mushy middle,” 
providing consumers very little 

differentiation in the sales process or 
experience.” 

Cox Evolution of Automotive Retail 
2018



OUR GROWTH ENGINE 
ISN’T WELL TUNED

23% of customers 
repurchase from the 

same dealership, 
compared to ~60% 
from the same OEM 

< 50%  
of service events on 
average are handled 

at the dealership

61%  
of dealership 

customers feel 
taken advantage of

87%  
of customers dislike 

shopping at 
dealerships



TECH DOESN’T 
HELP AS MUCH 
AS IT SHOULD

We depend on (often faulty) predictive analytics

We don’t own all of our own data

We have sprawling software that doesn’t integrate and is difficult to use

Too many systems are built and sold to us by people who don’t really understand what we do



PwC Future of Customer Experience 2017/18

PEOPLE’S 
EXPECTATIONS 
ARE HIGH

80% say speed,
convenience, 
knowledgeable help 
and f r iendly serv ice are
most important

76% of consumers
expect organizat ions to
understand the i r
indiv idual  needs

Make it easy 
Customers expect technology to work and 
don’t  not ice unless i t  doesn’t .  They want 
e legant,  user- f r iendly design;  they want 
automat ion to ease exper ience. But advances 
don’t  matter  i f  speed, convenience or in fo are
lacking.

81% consumers
demand improved
response t ime

43% wi l l  pay more for  greater  convenience

42% would pay more for  a f r iendly,
welcoming exper ience 

65%  f ind a posi t ive exper ience with a brand
to be more inf luent ia l  than great advert is ing

68% of consumers
ant ic ipate 
organizat ions with
harmonize 
exper iences



What would it look like if technology helped dealers deliver on those expectations?



Car owners want their cars 
serviced in such a fast, friendly 
and efficient manner that they 
never have to worry about it, 
and it doesn’t disrupt their lives.

WHAT CAR OWNERS 
REALLY WANT

I’d like my car to notify my 
service center and emergency 

services, if I, or a member of my 
family, have an accident so that 

we get taken care of in that 
critical moment and so repairs 
can be organized right away.

I’d like my car to let my service 
center know the minute it had 

even the most minor problem so 
that the problem got taken care 

of without me stressing or 
wasting time on it. 

I’d like my mileage-based 
services to be booked without 
me thinking about them, so I 

can take advantage of my 
warranty without turning my 

world upside down. 

I’d like to go to a dealer and 
say, I want X, in Y color, with Z 
package. Do you have that? And 

to have them answer the 
question right away, preferably 

in the affirmative.



We want to be the 
good guys, helping 
customers and by 
doing so making more 
sales and turning 
every customer into a 
lifetime customer

WHAT DEALERSHIPS 
REALLY WANT We’d like to reduce the 9% 

of revenue that we spend 
on advertising and 

internet services, and we’d 
like to spend it with fewer 
services that we can access 

in one place

We don’t want to rely on expensive 
and inaccurate predictive models to 
know the current mileage of every 
car we’ve sold. We’d like to bring 
customers in for mileage based 
services in a predictable fashion 
that allows us to control demand 

for our service center

We’d like to know 
exactly what we have 

on our lot at all 
times, and exactly 

where it all is

We’d like to be notified of 
every single maintenance 
issue on every single car 
we’ve sold as soon as the 
issue occurs so we are the 
first to have a chance to 

win the service work

We’d like every 
conversation with service 
customers to be an easy 

one where we know more 
than the customer about 

what is happening in with 
their car

We’d like to be notified the 
moment any customer drives 
onto the lot, so we can greet 
them knowing who they are, 
what they might want, and 

generally increase our chances 
of making them love us.



VehicleMD

Driv ing better  serv ice and more sa les by 
solv ing dealership chal lenges with rea l  t ime

te lemat ic data and dealer  know-how

Introducing



VehicleMD  
Data Advantage

+
DTC Codes Col l is ions Locat ion

+ +
Mileage



VehicleMD Technology Stack
IN-CAR ODB-II  

WIRELESS 
DEVICE

CLOUD-BASED DATA STORAGE, 
MICRO-SERVICES & 

AUTOMATION

EMAIL / SMS 
NOTIFICATIONS

DEALERSHIP 
PORTAL

OWNER 
MOBILE APP

V e h i c l e M D



VehicleMD 
OBD II DEVICE

Interfaces directly to vehicle 
on-board computer

Monitors vehicle vital stats

Broadcasts data to the 
cloud in real-time

+
DTC Codes Coll isions Location

+ +
Mileage

Real-time vehicle 
mileage

Every single error 
and warning event 

as it occurs

Proprietary 
algorithms identify 

every collision, large 
or small, as soon as 

it occurs

On-board 
geofences 

surrounding key 
dealership locations



VehicleMD 
CLOUD

Captures, processes & stores real-time vehicle telemetry data

Maintains customer records, service records & telemetry history

Analyzes & scores data based on VehicleMD & individual dealership business rules

Automates communication between dealership & owner based on business rules

Identifies patterns in data to generate market & dealership insight



VehicleMD 
DEALER PORTAL

Monitor inventory to quickly locate vehicles and eliminate unforeseen delays to delivery and test drive

View and act on real-time DTC code and crash events

View and act on up-to-date mileage information for all customers

View detailed vehicle and customer information for entire fleet

Uncover market and vehicle insights based on unique dataset



VehicleMD 
OWNER APP

Connect directly with your dealership for real-time notifications and remote diagnosis of service 
issues, service scheduling, crash support, and hassle-free communication.

Connect to your car and those of your loved ones for real-time insight into what’s 
happening with your vehicle(s)

Get arrival alerts when your loved ones arrive at their destination



VehicleMD enables a radical improvement in dealership customer service



John’s job requires lots and lots of driving. He’s on his 
way to a meeting in his 6-month old Audi S4 when the 
odometer hits 9,000 miles.  He doesn’t notice (or care).  

Dealership predictive models incorrectly estimate that 
John has only driven 5,000 miles.  Despite that, 
VehicleMD notifies John’s dealership in real-time that 
he’s due for his first scheduled service in 1,000 miles.  

VehicleMD also automatically reaches out to John via 
text message on behalf of his dealership letting him 
know it’s time for his first scheduled service. The text 
message includes a few potential time slots during 
which the service department has unbooked capacity. 

John schedules his appointment via text without 
wasting any of his time or the dealership’s.  He’s 
surprised and delighted — he’s never had a service 
experience like that before.



April loves her 2015 Jeep Grand Cherokee.  And she’s 
excited to load it up with her kids this weekend to drive 
from Long Island down to Virginia Beach for a week-
long family vacation.  

Just days before, April notices the check engine light is 
on. Her heart sinks. Is it a major issue?  Is it safe to 
drive?  Will the 800+ mile round trip destroy her 
beloved Jeep?  What will she do if she can’t take her 
car?  How will she sort all this out in just 4 days? 

While she’s worrying, VehicleMD captures DTC code 
P1196, identifies that it is lower urgency issue (O2 
Sensor 2/1 Slow During Catalyst Monitor), and notifies 
her service center of code and recommends to schedule 
service within 4wks.  Then VehicleMD reaches out to 
April via text letting her know the check engine light is 
for a low urgency maintenance issue that she should 
have looked at within the next 4wks.  

From the text, she’s able to schedule a visit to the 
service center for after she returns from vacation.  Her 
worry is gone and her mind is blown — it’s like her 
dealership read her mind!



Jose gets rear-ended in his 2017 Toyota Tacoma Limited 
while battling bumper-to-bumper traffic leaving the city 
after work. 

As Jose pulls onto the shoulder, VehicleMD calculates 
that a medium severity collision has occurred based on an 
array of DTC codes firing simultaneously and G-force 
data from VehicleMD’s onboard sensor kit.   

As Jose gets out to survey the damage, VehicleMD 
notifies his service center of the general severity of the 
collision, the location of the collision and the estimated 
damage to the vehicle. With this information in hand, a 
service writer gives Jose a call to make sure he’s ok and 
offers to assist by contacting law enforcement, starting 
the insurance claims process, and scheduling a service 
visit. 

Jose is so grateful for the caring and speedy help 
managing the accident that he doesn’t even consider 
contacting another body shop for the repairs — he 
happily schedules his appointment while speaking with 
the service writer.



Alexandra arrives at her dealership in her 2015 Nissan 
Rogue to have her tires rotated and her alignment checked. 

VehicleMD sees that she has entered the dealership 
geofence and sends two notifications: one to the service 
department indicating that Alexandra has arrived for her 
scheduled appointment; and a second alert to the sales 
department that a customer with an in-demand, high-value 
preowned vehicle has just arrived for a service appointment.  
The notification to the sale department includes details 
about her vehicle’s mileage (low), its maintenance record 
(stellar), and overall condition (near mint); it also describes  
her driving habits (excellent) and notes the salesperson with 
whom she has previously done business (Mike). 

Mike happens to be working today, so he pops by to see her 
in the lounge while her Rogue is being serviced.  Based on 
the detailed information provided by VehicleMD, he arrives 
with a manager-approved trade-in offer that Alexandra just 
can’t refuse. 

Alexandra’s thrilled to be trading up to a newer car — the 
dealerships is thrilled to acquire an excellent preowned 
vehicle while selling a new car to a retained customer.



VehicleMD 
COMMITMENT

Increased share of service events   

Radically increased loyalty

Dramatically increased advocacy




